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1

Th e  Fall 

Poenari Castle, WallaChia

DeCember 1917

The earth was cold, frozen, and slick. Snow billowed from the 
mountains, drowning the early morning light to dull lead. Ivy 
struggled to her feet after a restless night on the unforgiving ground 
sheltered by the fortress’s ominous stone walls. Her body ached in 
places she didn’t know existed, not to mention her broken ribs thanks 
to that brute. She got her own, though, when she stabbed him in the 
neck with her pearl hairpin.

It had been a fight to the death on the cliffside, yet the three of 
them resembled anything but victors. Her, broken and bruised. Jack, 
scratched and mangled. And Philip . . .

“Where’s Philip?”
Jack looked up from cleaning his knife. “He hasn’t returned since 

last night.”
“He said he was going to look for firewood.” Icy fear grabbed her 

by the throat. “What if something happened? Wolves— or he slipped. 
It was pitch dark last night and this mountainside is treacherous. We 
need to go look for him.”

The bushes rustled. Ivy and Jack pulled their guns.
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Philip walked out, glassy- eyed and pale.
“Where have you been? You had me worried sick.” Ivy slid her 

gun in her belt and rushed to him, her side stitched with pain. “Are 
you all right?”

“Well enough.” His voice was devoid of emotion as he pushed 
past her.

“You don’t look so good, mate.” Jack frowned and tucked 
Undertaker back in its holster.

Philip stared at him before blinking and casting his eyes up at the 
fortress walls. “It’s this place. The sooner we leave the better.”

“I won’t argue with that,” Ivy said. The place was evil. The stones 
seething with hate and the air spiked with poison.

Each step they took away allowed a fresh breath of relief into her 
lungs, yet her heart remained weighed down at the sight of Philip 
trudging ahead on the mountain trail, his ragged frame thin and 
hunched, his limbs twitching. Yet it was his eyes that worried her 
most. Clouded and unfocused, they seemed to trap his spirit behind 
a lostness.

What he’d suffered at the hands of Balaur Tsar she could not 
begin to imagine, but she would do everything in her power to see 
her dearest friend, her brother really, healed from the hell he endured 
while imprisoned.

Their progress was slow going down the mountain as snow con-
tinued falling. Trees curved up around them now like stalking giants. 
Jagged rocks poked up from the frozen ground to snag careless foot-
steps. And always the icy river rushed below.

Philip disappeared around a bend ahead.
“Philip, wait! We can’t see you.” Snow pelted Ivy’s face.
“Not much farther,” came his muff led reply through the trees.
“Don’t rush, love.” Jack’s arm tightened gently around her waist. 

“We don’t need to slip and break anything else.”
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She winced as his fingers grazed her side. “There is nothing left 
to break.”

A twig snapped in the forest behind them. Then a roar split the 
air as a man wearing all black charged them. After knocking Ivy into 
a bush, he slammed into Jack and they tumbled to the ground. Jack’s 
gun skittered across the trail.

The shiny silver of a knife f lashed between them as they grappled 
toward the edge of the cliff. Jack rolled to his feet, but the attacker 
was quick and fresh, slashing his knife as Jack dodged.

“Philip!” Ivy’s body screamed in agony as she struggled to her 
feet. Her gun— Where was her gun? Her frozen fingers fumbled for a 
weapon, but the dark slush made it difficult to see anything. “Philip!”

Philip rushed through the trees as Jack and the attacker skirted 
the edge of the cliff. He grabbed Jack’s gun, raised it, and fired.

Bam! The attacker jolted, crashing into Jack.
Bam!
The man’s body pitched over the ledge, his hand gripping 

Jack’s arm.
Jack hung suspended for a moment, surprise scrawled across his 

face. His gaze latched onto Ivy’s and a strange numbness of déjà vu 
passed over her as time slowed.

One second, there he stood and her feet moved toward him, her 
arms outstretched.

The next, he tipped backward into empty air.
Her mouth opened on a scream. And then he was gone.
She rushed forward and f lung herself to the ground at the edge 

of the cliff. The rushing river far below f lung up icy daggers, stinging 
the cuts on her face.

“Jack!” Her hands clawed empty air. “Jack!”
A savage cry tore through her chest, splintering her insides. She 

tilted forward into the yawning blackness.
“Ivy, no!” Philip clamped onto her shoulders and yanked her 

back. “He’s gone.”
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Th e  R i ser

ten years later

The frozen air is black as it scratches the night. He stands on a 
mountain ledge that cleaves away to sheer nothingness below. 
Nothingness, dark and brutal to conceal the deeds that must be done.

His eyes cut up to the inked sky pierced with thousands of tiny 
bright lights. The only light in this nothingness. And the light calls 
to him.

He reaches out a hand, splaying his cut and scarred fingers as if to 
grasp the bullets of light, but stops. Blood and death are carved into 
the grooves of his skin. One touch would stain the light, and that he 
cannot do. Her voice fills the silence.

My name is Death. Ancient and trembling on the tongue.
My weapon is Death. Cold and silent as the eternal tomb.
My purpose is Death. It is deliverance and torment.
Night after countless night he searches this nothingness, and for 

reasons he cannot understand, the call slices through skin, scar tissue, 
and bone to a cracked place inside him. A place where something 
might exist beyond the nothingness, but that something is trapped. If 
only he could rend it open to spill out its meaning, but the something 
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is not like blood that spills all too easily. This something, this mean-
ing, is a target too far out of range.

Slowly he lowers his hand, curling the hardened fingers together. 
He will never strike the secret hidden in the shining lights. Never 
know why they call to him, and yet he will continue to seek them. 
This he knows without doubt.

Footsteps break the quiet. “You’re not supposed to be out here.”
He turns toward the harsh voice, which comes from nothing 

more than a man wearing black with a silver crescent moon and gold 
star emblazoned on his chest. He takes a step forward to the uni-
formed man, impervious to the bitter cold slashing across his face. 
He has learned to endure far worse.

Reaching for the gun strapped to his side, the man stumbles a 
step back. As if this could save him. As if this gives the man a stand-
ing chance.

He stops to stare at the man, hardened fingers tense at his side. If 
he meant to kill, the man would be hanging from a broken neck by 
now. But those are not orders. So he waits.

The man knows this and stops stumbling, though his hand 
remains on the gun. He, like the other men stamped with the moon 
and star, are trained to shoot at the first sign of insubordination, but 
such defiance never comes. It is against orders.

“You’ve a new assignment, Riser. Pack your bags. You’re off to 
London.”

Bags are for those in need of comfort. He is not allowed such 
things. All he requires is a target. All he is capable of is death.

The man knows this too and smirks despite the fear in his eyes. 
There is always fear.

“Get inside. She’s waiting for you.”
He follows the man, leaving the mountain ledge and its vale of 

nothingness. He casts not a parting look at the bullets of light. He 
looks only to what lies before him.

I am Death and I am coming.
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P A R T  1

But now my soul hath too much room— 
Gone are the glory and the gloom— 
The black hath mellow’d into grey,
And all the fires are fading away.

— Edgar Allan Poe
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On e

lonDon

1927

From her rooftop perch high above moonlit Whitehall, Ivy 
shucked off her blood- crusted blouse and skirt and dropped them into 
a pile to be incinerated. The garments were beyond saving, covered 
in muck and grime from another successful mission.

Spain and its colonial war with northern Morocco, which the 
Order of the Rising Moon was using to their advantage. A hot, bloody 
affair that earned her a new scar across her shoulder from a knife. So 
much for wearing her new sleeveless fringed gown anytime soon. 
Most people were too far under the giggle water these days to notice 
the sun in the sky, but a jagged scar branded on a woman’s skin was 
bound to provoke a few questions, and those she’d rather not answer.

She held up her long coat and searched for more evidence. Her 
fellow ship passengers had stared at her for wearing such a heavy 
covering in the July heat, but what she wore underneath would have 
brought even more unwanted attention. Her travel case had been 
blown up crossing the Spanish border four days ago and she was left 
with nothing but the bloody tatters on her back. The coat was mostly 
clean except for a few smears on the lining. Nothing a bit of cold 
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water and white vinegar couldn’t clean up— a combination that had 
saved a countless number of her clothes from utter ruination.

She slipped into a drop- waist red- and- cream dress she’d hastily 
bought on her way from the docks, then bent over to roll on her 
stockings. A small weight gently swung from her neck.

Without need of persuasion, her fingers moved to the interlock-
ing circles on the chain that hung about her neck. After ten years the 
thin metal pieces felt as natural as her own skin. Ten years and she 
was still filled with as much love as the day she’d made a vow with 
them. Ten years and she had not once taken them off. Her gaze lifted 
skyward to the spangle of stars glittering across the heavens. They 
whispered to her like a bittersweet chime of bells.

Let’s f ly to the stars where they’ll never find us.
Pain stabbed her heart like a hot knife. The blistering heat had 

scalded the edges to numbness long ago, but the blade’s tip still found 
its tender mark. Her assassin of grief never missed.

The door behind her banged open.
“Are you insane?” Philip. “Of course you are. Otherwise you 

wouldn’t be standing here instead of on a ship back to America.”
Ivy stuffed the necklace under the collar of her dress and shut-

tered her gaze from the stars.
“Hello, Philip. Nice to see you too.”
“I didn’t want to believe you’d be reckless enough to disobey 

orders, thinking it was a joke when I got your message telling me to 
come up here.” He pulled a wadded slip of paper from his pocket and 
waved it in the air like a f lag to incite a bull. “Washington is going to 
string you upside down with feet cuffs when he finds out you defied 
him. Again.”

“Impossible. Washington doesn’t have feet cuffs. Hamilton does.”
“Ives! You cannot gallivant around doing as you please. It’s bad 

enough you’ve gained a reputation of such thorough ruthlessness 
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while on missions that you’ve earned yourself a title. Maiden. There 
are rules, you know.”

The title, given by her enemies, rankled her. Its very definition 
mocked her status as a once married woman turned widow. “Talon is 
fully aware of my methods just as they are painfully aware that they 
cannot bench me for long. I track down Order members and dispatch 
them as ordered. It’s all I ever do. Root them out. Wipe them from 
the face of existence. I’m good at what I do.”

“Too good, some might say. If there was anything left of them 
to speak.”

“I complete my missions as I see fit and as the targets deserve. 
After my last assignment I thought to take a more leisurely route 
back home, stopping to see my dear friend, who is not as pleased to 
see me.” She f lipped away her ruined skirt with her toe and nudged 
a small dented box in his direction. “I brought you turrón. Crunchy, 
just the way you like it.”

He eyed the Spanish candy with a f licker of interest before round-
ing on her once more. “You might be able to sweet- talk your way back 
into Washington’s good graces like you always do— ”

“I bought him a new book. The Spanish translation of The 
Metaphorical Revolution of Alhambra.”

“— but Britannia is on the warpath, and seeing you is going to set 
him to self- destruct.”

“I have apologized repeatedly for shooting an arrow through the 
candles on his dining table. How was I to know the centerpiece was 
a gift from His Majesty?” She buckled her T- strap shoes. “What’s the 
old battle- ax going on about now?”

Philip’s expression stonewalled. “Nothing. Forget I said 
anything.”

She grabbed her bundle of ruined clothes and brushed past him, 
her heels sounding a staccato pock- pock across the cement roof. “If it’s 
nothing, you wouldn’t be so irritated.”
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His moods were often like grenades- in- a- box. One day peacefully 
aligned, the next a simple jostle could toss them into exploding chaos. 
Franklin said the mood swings could be attributed to the mental 
trauma Philip endured at the torturous hands of Balaur Tsar. Philip 
did his best to control the lingering strain on his mind, but some days 
were a true struggle.

“They’ve got agents already on it, so there’s no need to get 
involved. You’re only just back from assignment.”

“It must be important if we’ve been summoned to London.” 
She pulled open the roof door. “How much spittle was Britannia 
f linging?”

“I was summoned.” Philip hesitated, but he couldn’t resist the 
disgusting observation. “Buckets full of spittle.”

“Bound to be a real sockdolager of an assignment then.”
The more spittle, the more excited the British head of office was, 

and woe to the agent who got too close. Ivy made that mistake three 
years ago when Lenin was extinguished under a bout of failing blood 
vessels. Or so the official records stated. That bit of excitement pro-
duced only one bucket of spittle. Whatever this new mission was, Ivy 
wasn’t about to miss it.

She bounded down the rickety f light of stairs to the spare second 
level of Dover House and then descended a more refined set of marble 
steps to the unusual, rotunda- shaped entrance hall on the ground 
f loor. Stepping behind a marble column that f lanked the round space, 
she pressed a tiny button with the seal of an eagle set into the stone 
base. A door swung open, and she and Philip squeezed inside the 
column.

“Why did they choose this cramped space for a lift?” Philip 
fumbled the door closed, sealing them inside the column. A light 
f lickered and buzzed inches over their heads.

“It’s inconspicuous. Who would think to look in marble for the 
entrance to a secret lair? Did you know this was the first lift installed 
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in London? When the infamous Lady Caroline Lamb lived here in 
private residence, she would use it to slip away and meet her lover, 
Lord Byron.”

Ivy pressed a black button, the only button, on a panel screwed 
into the wall. The metal grate shifted beneath their feet and the lift 
eased down. Down, down, down underground until it jerked to 
a halt.

Philip unlatched the metal gate that served as a door and swung 
it open. He snorted with annoyance. “Useless thing. Can’t even stop 
where it’s supposed to.”

As usual, the finicky invention stopped a good three feet above 
the f loor. Philip jumped out and reached up his hand to Ivy.

She accepted the assistance and leaped down behind him, the 
hem of her pleated skirt f laring out to f lash the garters above her 
knees. No rolled- down stockings or rouged knees to draw attention 
to her bared legs despite society’s thirst for scandal.

“Wouldn’t be Talon if everything went according to plan.”
For Talon was indeed where they were, despite the London 

address. After the Great War the world shrank in on itself with hap-
penings no longer untouched by foreign shores. Talon’s covert skills 
were a necessity; old threats lingered in the bloody loss and new 
threats scrambled for power as lines and allies were reconfigured. 
For two centuries Talon stood alone in its shadowed fight against 
evil, but the war to end all wars was only the beginning. Talon was 
forced to armor itself as needed, starting with its own allies.

An office in Paris was established before the ink was dry on the 
Treaty of Versailles. Next came an office in Amsterdam, then one 
in Munich. Leningrad was taking much longer to establish, but that 
was to be expected. Here in London they had built their greatest 
stronghold across the Atlantic— an amusing upending of expecta-
tions considering Talon was founded among the ashes of a war with 
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Britain. Nevertheless, everyone had put aside ancient history to forge 
ahead with like- mindedness.

Taking a smidge of inspiration from its American counterpart, 
Talon’s London headquarters burrowed itself deep belowground in 
what was designed as an underground railway station. A high ceiling 
of green tiles arched over the wide central platform with two tracks 
running on either side. A series of abandoned wooden carriages sat on 
each track and served as offices, weapons storage, and training facil-
ities. Demolitions and shooting ranges were quartered off down the 
long tunnels that led nowhere as the tracks were abandoned before 
being connected to other lines.

The doors pushed open on the carriage parked at the right center 
of the platform and out stormed an enormous belly. Attached to the 
belly was a towering walrus of a man with a drooping mustache 
and a salted black mane of hair that waved ferociously atop his head. 
Britannia, head of Talon’s London operations.

“I called a meeting ten minutes ago. Why is everyone milling 
about the platform? Hurry along. Pip- pip.”

Agents in various states of going about their tasks scattered 
before him like quail f lushed from a covey.

Whipping out a solid gold watch from a pocket in his yellow- 
and- red tartan waistcoat, Britannia popped it open and peered at the 
numbers, then snapped the lid shut before scouring the platform for 
agents daring to linger. His sharp eyes caught Philip.

“You there, chap.”
“Philip, sir.”
Britannia cocked his head as if hearing a fish splash in the dis-

tance. “What was that?”
“My name, sir. It’s Philip.”
“The American chap.” If Britannia had one weakness, it would be 

the remembrance of names. He’d known Philip for five years.
Philip smiled with polite deference. “Yes, sir.”
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“What are you standing about for? This is not a queue for toma-
toes.” Britannia pronounced the word toh- ma- tohs as did all good 
citizens of the king’s language.

“I’m on my way to the meeting, sir. I only had to fetch Ivy first.”
Ivy had the misfortune of falling under Britannia’s unrelenting 

gaze. “The American bird. You’re supposed to be in Spain causing 
them trouble. Not me.” He eyed the bundle of foul clothes tucked 
under her arm.

“I completed my mission and arrived in London this afternoon, 
sir,” Ivy said.

“If it’s completed, why have you not reported back to Washington?”
Because Washington would have her chained to a desk filling 

out reports on Spain and Morocco as she slowly spiraled into death 
by boredom. The only action happening on American soil at present 
was the nightly raids on speakeasies, an illegal champagne party she 
had no desire to help break up. She craved the thrill of the chase, the 
solidity of her Beretta in hand, the blood singing in her veins as she 
closed in on a target. Anything less and the blackness would creep to 
the edge of her mind, drawing out precious moments of memory like 
knotted thread from a spool that snagged the pitiful measure of san-
ity she had cobbled together. Left alone without purpose, she would 
pull at those threads and hang herself with their unraveled pain.

Balling up her agony, she shaped it into a more appropriate 
response. “I thought to offer my help here, sir.”

“That’s against protocol. Agents do not offer. They are assigned.” 
Prying open his watch again, he examined the time and snapped it 
shut. “Get a move on, chap. Washington didn’t send you here to stand 
on your ear, what.” With that he turned on his heel and strode to the 
train car.

“Stay behind me and keep quiet,” Philip whispered before jog-
ging after Britannia.

Ivy waited a full four seconds after they disappeared into the 
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carriage at the end of the platform before dumping her soiled clothes 
into a garbage bin and following. She slipped in and sat behind Philip 
and the six British agents at the back of the car.

“Tomorrow is Trooping the Colour,” Britannia intoned from 
where he stood at the front. A map of London sprawled on the wall 
behind him while the windows were covered with various maps for 
Britain and Europe.

“I need not remind you of this most momentous date on our 
country’s calendar to mark our sovereign’s birthday as it has for the 
past two hundred years. Precautions are being taken as always, but 
this year we have evidence of a new threat.” He paused, mustache 
bristling. “Though I suppose this is what one might call an ancient 
threat, having been around for some time making mischief on the 
world’s stage. Tell us more, eh, chap?”

The British agents looked from one to the other, as none knew to 
which “chap” their leader referred. The solitary female agent had no 
issue discerning herself when “bird” was called upon.

Britannia waved an agitated hand. “Yank chap. Up you go. Don’t 
hold us in suspense.”

Philip stood and cleared his throat, the arrow tips of his collar 
rippling with the movement. “Yes, sir. We have reason to believe the 
king is in danger as the target of an assassination attempt during his 
ceremonial ride from Buckingham Palace to Horse Guards Parade.”

“Plenty of communists out to get him,” one of the younger agents 
piped up. Tallyho, was that his name? “Even hear rumblings from the 
German Sturmabteilung.”

“It’s not the Reds or the Brownshirts.” Philip paused and cleared 
his throat again. His fingers knotted together behind his back. “It’s 
the Order of the Rising Moon. We have reason . . .”

A bomb may have detonated overhead and caved the roof in for all 
Ivy could decipher beyond those hated words. They strung together 
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to carve into her darkest nightmares. Order of the Rising Moon. Balaur 
Tsar. Vlad Dracul. Poenari Castle. Frozen rushing river. J— 

All these years of tracking the Order she’d held out hope of find-
ing him alive, but it was no more than dead ends of soot and ash that 
crusted around the gaping hole where her heart once was.

Balaur Tsar had made it no secret that the Order of the Rising 
Moon stretched worldwide, but its members were as elusive as 
smoke, burrowing into places of power and waiting for the oppor-
tune moment to strike. Perhaps the shadows biding their time in 
England had decided to step into the light. And Philip hadn’t told her.

She leaned forward and snatched at his hand, but he shook her 
off and continued. “They are fanatics founded by none other than 
Vlad the Impaler during the fifteenth century when he wiped out an 
entire Wallachian village to begin purging the corrupt of the world. 
He spared two survivors, two worthy of his vision, who became 
the initial members of the Order, and left them to expand and fester 
with his ideals. Over the centuries their ranks have swelled as they’ve 
remained hidden in the cracks of history, biding their time for the 
opportune moment to purge the entire world of corruption and begin 
again with only the Order.”

Boiling blood pummeled through Ivy’s veins and thrummed in 
her ears. She dug her nails into Philip’s wrist. He wrapped his fingers 
around hers and squeezed in warning. Or understanding. Either way 
made no difference. She had long ago given up the subtle instinct 
of caring for others’ suggestions of how she should feel and behave.

“The Great War was to be their deliverance into power, but that 
plan was foiled,” Philip said. “Talon gave orders to wipe out their 
remaining strongholds after the war, but like rats buried deep under-
ground, they manage to survive. We believe the Order is behind the 
recent assassinations of world leaders.”

Of course they were. They were the rotted root of misery that 
had turned her life into a shell of itself. Ivy’s hand dropped like a 
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deadweight to her lap. Voices buzzed all around, but not a single word 
was comprehensible except Order of the Rising Moon.

Those words trampled across her overwrought mind with the 
clatter of a devilish horde, blackened hooves stamping out the scraps 
of humanity she had fumbled together for the past ten years. The 
hooves bore down. She wanted to scream, to cry, to lash out. But 
most of all she wanted vengeance. And vengeance she would have.

The voices cobbled together word by word into sense and dragged 
her out from under the crushing black hooves.

Britannia’s commanding tone rose above the rest. “The Yank 
chap has been summoned because he remains the only agent who 
has experience with this Order. He shall inform us of everything we 
need to know about our adversary now that they’ve brought the fight 
to British soil.”

Ivy shot out of her seat. “I volunteer. Besides Philip I’m the only 
one who has dealt directly with them.” Not entirely true, but Beatrix, 
Victor, and Fielding— her fellow agents from the Russia mission— 
had been reassigned to monitor rumblings in Germany. Only she and 
Philip remained from the original team who knew what to expect 
from the Order.

Philip spun around, tugged her arm, and hissed, “Sit down!”
She ignored him. “The Order is not to be underestimated. We’ll 

need all the experience we can gather if we’re to defeat them. For 
good.” Pulling her arm free, she stared at Philip with full intent. “Not 
a trace left this time.”

Philip’s lips compressed into a thin line, but he didn’t argue. 
He was biding his time until they were alone and he could give her 
another ear blister on why she didn’t belong here. He could blister all 
he wanted. She deserved this kill and no one would take it from her.

Britannia stared at her as if his eyelids had forgotten their pur-
pose. “Be that as it may, Agent Vale, you’ve only just completed your 
last assignment and have yet to report to Washington. It is against 
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protocol to send an agent out again with little to no turnaround. 
Request denied.”

“But, sir, the king’s life may be in danger. It would behoove Talon 
as well as all of Britain to have as many agents as possible working to 
terminate this threat.”

As predicted when the crown and its empire were under duress, 
Britannia wavered. “You may offer what details you have, but first 
thing in the morning you will be bound for America to report to 
Washington, which you should have done instead of coming here. 
There are rules to be followed. Do I make myself clear?”

Ivy bit back a rising argument and nodded in respect. Her real 
quarrel was with Philip for not telling her sooner. “Yes, sir.”

When they were dismissed, Philip dragged her down one of the 
empty tracks where the rails ran into a solid wall of concrete that had 
been chipped by bullet holes during target practice.

He rounded on her. “What happened to being quiet?”
“You cannot deny me this.” Her hands clenched. “Why didn’t 

you tell me?”
“Because I knew you would show up, and so you have! You’re not 

even supposed to be in London. You were to take a ship directly from 
Spain to America as Washington ordered.”

“Washington would have me withering away at a desk filling 
out paperwork. I can’t do that. You know that, Philip. If I stop for one 
second .  .  .” Her nails bit into her palms as the unraveling threads 
within began to fray.

Bare light bulbs sagged on wires strung the length of the tunnel. 
A few were no more than bits of broken glass thanks to stray bul-
lets, while the others sputtered with little interest in fulfilling their 
purpose.

A yellowish hue f lickered across Philip’s face, wedging smudges 
into the creases around his eyes— eyes that once twinkled with 
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mischief now sadly shunned such youthful antics. “He was a long 
time ago, Ives. It’s past time to move on.”

“Those bastards took him from me. I cannot move on.” She 
pressed a fist to her stomach to keep the threads from knotting into 
a tangle of emotion. “I need to finish this once and for all. How can 
they still crawl the earth when we tracked down every known and 
rumored stronghold the Order had and obliterated them? Not one 
stone was left unscorched, yet here they are, foul revenants refusing 
annihilation.”

After the fall of Balaur Tsar, Talon had thrown all its power into 
hunting down every last trace of the Order and destroying it. The 
hunt had satiated her hunger for revenge for a time, but anger seethed 
close to the surface constantly, burning just below her skin. Clawing 
for release. Soon after recovering from Poenari Castle, she started 
tracking down members of the Order, unleashing her rage bullet by 
bullet, and earning her savage reputation as the Maiden. But there 
were never enough bullets. Could never be enough to reseal the hole 
of bitterness that consumed her night and day.

“You won’t find peace in these rabid executions.”
“Peace no longer exists for me, not after J— ” Her mouth worked 

back and forth, but the word refused to form. Hearing his name 
aloud would open the wound so deep that it may never close again. 
“I should have died with him that day.”

The shadows digging into his face hardened. “Don’t you dare go 
morbid on me. Not after everything we’ve been through. The grief. 
The revenge killing. You wanting to die.”

“I tire of the weight of mortality. I want to tear it from my veins 
until I bleed the bleakness from my body, until I feel nothing.”

He grabbed her shoulders and shook her. “Step back from the 
ledge, Ivy. I mean it.”

That ledge. She closed her eyes. High above the river. Her bare 
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toes blue on the snow- crusted edge. Icy mist stinging her face. Sweet 
relief beckoning her.

Philip shook her again. “Don’t let go!”
A familiar scrawl inked the inside of her eyelids. You must go on, 

love. She squeezed her eyes against the gentle plea, the last one she 
ever received from him, written before they knew it was to be the 
end. Written in case he was forced to break his promise of being there 
for her always. The words thumped in her heart, forcing it to beat 
alone day after day.

Opening her eyes, she blinked away the gray lead sky and the 
ledge above the frozen river. With the image drained away all trace of 
the vulnerability that had taken her years to shave off and refashion 
into a hardened shield. It chafed against her raw soul, but behind it 
she was better protected than by a bleeding heart.

She took Philip’s hand, squeezing it tight as she used to when 
they were children huddling under the shelter of a fire escape when 
the night was stormy and lonely all around them. They’d always had 
one another for comfort.

“I miss him so much. Do you miss him, Philip?”
He held her hand for a moment then dropped it. “He’s gone, Ives. 

Constant grieving won’t bring him back. Life has to go on.”
Philip had never been overly sentimental, preferring anger to 

tears or avoidance to consolation. She had accepted his mercurial 
moods when they were children, but there were times when she 
simply needed him to hold her hand in the rain.

“But do you miss him?”
“He was my best friend.” His low words scuffed the ground as if 

he could not force them upright. “Though you know my memories 
of him are spotty. Many things are.”

Dust. That vicious liquid killer had eaten away parts of his mind, 
leaving blackened holes in its wake. He rarely spoke about their lives 
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since coming to Talon, lingering mostly on their time together as 
orphans when it was just the two of them.

Perhaps it wasn’t only the Dust crippling his ability to remember 
anything good. Perhaps her grief had crippled him as well. So lost 
in herself, she had never considered what her behavior was doing to 
him. She couldn’t change her past actions, but she could offer him a 
temporary reprieve from worry.

“I’ll go.”
His head came up. “Just like that? No counterargument or side 

attack?”
“Perhaps you’re right. I’ve tottered too close to the ledge, and 

J— Well, he’d want me to tread carefully. If anyone else has a right 
to vengeance against these devils, it’s you, and I know you’ll serve 
justice in my stead.”

Philip’s expression shuttered as it did anytime his ordeal at the 
hands of Balaur Tsar was referenced. He’d told Washington and 
Jefferson about it after they returned from Romania in 1917 but 
refused to speak of it since. She understood. Memories were often 
worse than death.

He removed his hand from her grip and shoved both of his hands 
in his pockets before starting back down the tracks.

“There’s a ship leaving Portsmouth tomorrow afternoon. I’ll see 
you to the train at Charing Cross, but now I need to brief the agents 
for tomorrow.” He paused and looked back when she didn’t follow. 
“You coming?”

“No, you go ahead. There’s nothing more I can relate that you 
don’t already know.” She patted her hand over a yawn. “Think I’ll go 
rest for tomorrow.”

“We’ll finish it, Ives. I’ll see it done. Trust me.” His footsteps ech-
oed away, solitary clips that shivered off the broken tiles and metal 
rails.

Ivy reached into the pocket she had sewn inside her brassiere, 
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which thankfully was still wearable after her mission, and pulled out 
a worn piece of paper. Time had aged the crisp white to a soft yellow 
and blurred the stamped letterhead of the Trans- Siberian Railroad, 
where the note had been written during that first week of wedded 
bliss. The once- precise creases had thinned from repeated folding. 
There was no need to open it, really, for the words had been carved 
on her heart long ago.

You must go on, love. For me. For us.

She tucked the letter away, the interlocking bands on her neck-
lace hanging softly over it like guardians.

It was time to pack.
Back down the tracks, the platform was empty as all the agents 

had gathered back into the meeting carriage. Philip’s muted voice 
filtered out through the glass windowpanes. She ducked into the 
weapons carriage on the opposite track and smiled at the rows of 
pistols, rif les, grenades, and knives.

“Hello, lovelies. Care for a little outing tomorrow?”
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Crouched behind the low rail on top of the Horse Guards build-
ing, Ivy slid her knife into the top of her boot— careful not to cut the 
bit of her trouser leg stuffed down there— and readjusted its twin in 
the hidden sheath tied up her sleeve. With any luck she wouldn’t be 
close enough to use them, but best to be prepared. All she planned 
to require was the Springfield rif le with its extended scope, precise 
enough to pick a f lea off a dog or, considering the event, an assassin 
from the crowd.

She lifted her head a few inches above the rail and brushed a 
bobbed curl from her eyes, then scanned the surrounding rooftops 
and ground area of Horse Guards Parade. It was a large space sur-
rounded on three sides by towering government buildings stuffed 
to the gills with state secrets and open on the west side to St. James’s 
Park, where crowds were gathering for the spectacle. Within the 
raked- gravel rectangle itself, horses stamped their feet and snorted 
with impatience as their riders sat erect in spiffy uniforms gleam-
ing with gold braid and medals. British f lags of blue, red, and white 
waved gaily despite the clouds rolling in. Hopefully any rain would 
hold off. Terribly inconvenient, sighting through a water- speckled 
scope.

Three Talon agents were in the crowd. Two rode in the 
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processional behind the king. Britannia was stationed on the balcony 
below; Tallyho and Philip were positioned on other rooftops. She had 
yet to be spotted, and if all went according to plan, she wouldn’t be.

A cheer from the crowd rolled down the Mall— the broad avenue 
leading from the gates of Buckingham Palace to the parade grounds— 
swelling until it came to a head of drums and horns announcing the 
grand arrival. Dozens of horses trooped in soldierly fashion. Red uni-
forms and gold helmets splashed color against the beige gravel and 
weathered buildings, while f lags waved and feet marched. If there 
was one thing the Brits did well, it was grand pageantry.

Separating himself from the head of a column of soldiers was 
none other than King George V wearing a splendid scarlet tunic and 
tall bear fur hat. He rode a magnificent glossy black horse that trotted 
past the other columns and rows one by one. All eyes were riveted to 
the royal as he inspected his troops, but Ivy trained her gaze through 
the scope and slowly swept the crowd.

More f lags. Fluttering trumpet banners. A woman in a beautifully 
trimmed silver frock— wonder if she purchased it on Bond Street? 
Guards marching. Ivy turned her scope to the rooftops. Treasury 
Building. Soot- stained chimneys. Dover House. Pigeons sleeping 
on a waterspout. Admiralty Building— apparently the place where 
cryptographers cracked the Zimmermann Telegram and changed 
the course of the Great War.

“Should’ve cracked it sooner and saved us all a load of muddy 
grief,” Ivy muttered, rotating the rif le.

A glint f lashed in her scope.
She trained on it, finger hovering near the trigger. Waiting.
It f lashed again.
There. From a top window in the Admiralty Building. The glass 

was cracked open with a rif le muzzle sticking out. The figure holding 
the gun stood in shadow. Was he Talon? No. Britannia had assigned 
no agents inside buildings. It limited range.
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Her finger moved to the trigger as she calculated the length of 
the mystery rif le to its intended target. All eyes were on the king in 
the center of the parade ground, but this shooter aimed at the .  .  . 
viewing stand? A few colonels, standard bearers, and the Secretary 
of State for War.

The king wasn’t the target!
She never heard the blast of the bullet leaving the silenced gun.
She pulled her trigger. A sharp whizz was all her rif le offered 

through the silencer, but when she looked up the window was empty.
In a matter of seconds screams rose from below. The honored 

guests scrambled from the viewing stand. Guards rushed to surround 
the king. The crowd jostled and panicked, shouting as they stam-
peded away from what had been a celebration but now dissolved into 
deadly chaos. The Secretary of State for War slumped in his chair 
with blood trickling from a dead- center shot to his forehead.

She dropped the rif le as a hindrance in favor of her Beretta and 
raced across the connecting rooftops with her eye ever on the shoot-
er’s window. If he was an assassin worth his weight in gunpowder, 
he would make his escape as quickly as possible with discretion. 
Although considering the roar of confusion on the parade ground, 
the assassin could light himself on fire and hurl himself from the roof 
and no one would notice. He’d better not pull such a stunt. If he was 
part of the Order, she had a few questions to ask before she herself 
pitched him over the rail.

After leaping onto the Admiralty Building rooftop, she shot the 
lock off an access door, then raced inside, down a set of metal stairs, 
and out to the top f loor. Her footsteps pounded over the tile f loor as 
she whizzed along the corridor counting the dark oak doors. Sixth 
from the end she burst into the chamber.

The yellow f locked wallpaper, dripping chandelier, and antique 
chairs were more conducive to stately talks than the staging of a 
murder, but then, she’d had her own fair share of unusual venues— an 
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Alpine ski slope, Arlington Cemetery at night, a junk sailing on the 
Yellow Sea, which she would not recommend.

The window remained open with a soft breeze tickling the bro-
cade drapes. The bullet from her rif le was lodged in the back of a gold 
pin- striped chair a mere six feet from where the assassin had knelt. If 
only she hadn’t hesitated.

A series of doors leading from one chamber to the next opened to 
the right. Through there. Alert to any movement or sound, she crept 
to one room then the next, until she reached a small antechamber 
with no other door but the one she’d come through.

The noise was soft enough to be a mouse’s footstep, but it was 
enough. Ivy whirled into a crouch as a knife sliced the air her head 
had just occupied.

She fired. Her mistake for aiming the direction the knife had 
come from. A shadow cut from the left and then the killer was on her.

He was as fast as a snake striking and covered head to toe in 
relentless black, including a hooded mask with chainmail hang-
ing from nose to throat like those the tank crews wore during the 
Great War.

Faceless, expressionless, with black ref lecting glass for eyeholes. 
An obstruction of humanity. If given a moment to consider, she might 
have been terrified out of her mind, but as matters stood, she was too 
occupied fending off a series of knife stabs aimed at her heart.

She returned the favor with a blade to his thigh, but he dodged 
and her knife slid harmlessly off the leather belts strapped around his 
waist. Attacking to keep him on the defense, she stabbed, punched, 
and kicked.

He blocked every single one, each move quicker than the next as 
if he anticipated her hits. She knocked the knife from his hand and 
he snatched another from his belt. When that one was kicked away, 
he pulled another and another.

The adrenaline racing through Ivy’s veins, the drug that stopped 
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all thought and time beyond immediate survival, screamed in her 
bones and muscles as she fended off each attack.

Their feet moved together, leading and following like the silent 
intimacy of a dance with each partner attuned to the other’s steps. 
She roundhouse kicked. He caught her foot and f lipped her. She 
hit the f loor on her stomach, rolling at the last second as his knees 
slammed down on either side of her, crushing her with his weight.

He was too strong and heavy to throw off.
“Use what you have.”
She jammed two fingers into his windpipe— well, tried to, but 

the chainmail served as the perfect foil. His head reared back as his 
hand reached for her throat.

Jerking sideways, she yanked the knife from the top of her boot 
and slashed upward. It sliced through the chain links and tore the 
metal away, exposing the lower half of his face.

She whipped the blade back the opposite direction to cut off the 
lower half of that face, but he caught her wrist and twisted.

The knife tumbled to the f loor.
She swung her legs up, locking her feet around his neck, and 

yanked him backward, then sprang to her feet and grabbed the near-
est object, a rectangular serving tray.

He came at her again, and she swung the tray, hitting him upside 
the head where the tray’s corner tore through his hood. A lock of 
long, dark brown hair spilled from the crack as the corner of a blue 
eye, void of emotion, stared back at her.

Human after all.
One punch with his gloved fist and the tray splintered to pieces. 

The fist kept coming, collided with her stomach and sent her f lying 
over a settee.

He sailed after her, but she slammed her boot into his face, knock-
ing off his hood and mask and forcing him backward into a window.

Glass snapped.
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The impact dropped him to the f loor in a ball, revealing a web 
of leather belts and buckles with holsters for weapons and bullets 
strapped around him like a restraint jacket.

In one swift motion he leaped to his feet and faced her. Unkempt, 
shoulder- length hair gave way to pale skin, dark stubble, and muscles 
straining against his neck. Eyes deep and blue and empty.

Ivy’s knees buckled as the world slid out from beneath her.
Her heart went into a freefall, down, down, and down at the 

impossibility.
“Jack?”
Not a whisper of recognition crossed his face. Not a f licker of 

history or love appeared in those cold blue eyes. Only death.
Voices rang through the corridor. “In here!”
He pulled a pistol from his leather vest and aimed. Straight at her.
Britannia and Tallyho crashed into the room.
Bam!
Ivy ducked as the bullet soared over her shoulder. The cracked 

glass shattered. In the instant it took her to lift her head, Jack was gone.
She sprang to her feet. “Where is he?”
“Out the window, of course. Bloody bugger.” Britannia lowered 

his gun and stared at her with suspicion bordering contempt. “What 
are you doing here? I ordered you back to America.”

“What’s all this?” Philip rushed in and skidded to a stop, brow 
wrinkling at Ivy, though he had the courtesy not to look surprised. 
“I should’ve known you’d be here.”

The world was tilting again, shifting light and movement into 
slow motion. “Did you see him?”

“See who?”
“Jack.”
The wrinkles on Philip’s brow sharpened to daggers of disbelief.
“Ives— ”
She ran to the window and leaned over the jagged shards still 
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hanging from the frame. They bit into her skin, but she gave them no 
mind for they could cut no deeper than the shock lancing her heart.

Philip’s hand settled heavily on her shoulder. “Jack isn’t here. He’s 
been dead for ten years.”

“It was him.”
“I know you think that, but— ”
She threw off his hand and looked down with sickening trepida-

tion. A straight four- story drop.
“He was right . . .” No body. No splatter of blood. The sickening 

trepidation turned to something equally dangerous.
Hope.
He was right . . . here.
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Kerosene lanterns seeped their oily light over the cave’s walls, 
slick with rust and slime. He tilted his head back against the chair and 
stared at the stalactites ringed overhead. Sharpened fangs pinioned 
him in their dead center. Water drops slipped off the points and splat 
on the rocky f loor around his chair.

Splat. Splat. Splat.
Like blood dripping from slashed fingertips.
A man in a long white coat leaned over him and thumped his 

bare chest, a chest riddled with old and new scars like a patchwork 
of skin pieced and pulled together over the years. Unlike that of the 
doctors gathered around him with their smooth skin, free of pain and 
tally marks for missions completed. Three of them were poking and 
prodding and sketching notes, but he didn’t watch them.

Splat. Splat. Splat.
Tiny vestiges of the rushing water far above, beyond layers of 

dirt and rock where a mighty river cut through the earth and crashed 
over a ledge into a rocky pool.

Ledge. River. Rocks. Images f lashed across his brain.

Ledge. He grapples with a man. A woman is there. She is screaming, but 

there is no sound.
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River. He plunges far below the surface. So cold. It carries him far 

away.

Rocks. They dig into his back as he lies staring up at a lead sky. A 

woman, horrible and dead- eyed, is leaning over him.

Splat. Splat. Splat.
No. He wanted the other woman. The woman from the ledge. 

He squeezed his eyes shut and conjured her face, but it melded into a 
different image. It was still her, but she wasn’t on the ledge. She was 
in a room and staring at him. Why did she stare at him? Her mouth 
moved with one simple word. He heard it this time.

“Jack.”
Why did she call him that? Was it a key to the black splotches in 

his mind? Splotches corroded until bullets, blades, blood, and destruc-
tion were all that remained. If ever a part had existed wholly unto 
himself, it had long since been wiped away. His only agency now was 
of death.

Splat. Splat. Splat.
“Jack.”
The black splotches curled at the edges of his mind. If he could 

peel them back and discover— 
A hand clenched his chin and yanked down. His eyes f lew open. 

On instinct he grabbed the doctor by the throat and squeezed. The 
doctor’s eyes rolled back to whites as air gasped from his lungs. A 
pathetic noise that escaped all victims. A guard armed with a club 
rushed forward. Another pathetic attempt to save one of their own. 
The club swung toward his arm. He hurled the doctor at the guard. 
They f lew backward, slamming into the wall, and crumpled in a heap.

Rif le safeties clicked off. Muzzles aimed straight at him. Let them 
shoot. Let them riddle him with holes. Inside they would find noth-
ing, for he was a hollow vessel filled, emptied, and filled with the 
monster they had created.
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A sound scraped down the tunnel. A catching of rough mate-
rial over uneven ground like scales slithering on stone. His attention 
snapped to the point of a knife, focused and alert. His muscles tight-
ened, readying themselves.

The scratching material drew into the cave, filling the chamber 
with its dark intent. He raised his gaze to meet it.

She was hideous. Bloated and crude and f laking at the edges. All 
f lesh and sagging bones and deadness, like the gore he scraped from 
his vest after a mission. Yet they dared to call her the Silver One. 
With one f lutter of her puffy hands, the rif les dropped and the guards 
stepped back. There was no need for violent threats, not now that she 
was here. Her will was absolute, and to oppose her carried a sentence 
greater than death.

“Riser.” Her voice scratched his ears with its soft harshness. The 
hem of her skirt dragged like deadweight across the f loor, collect-
ing pebbles and rusty water in its threadbare folds. “Riser. You will 
answer me.”

Her hand cracked across the side of his face. His head whipped 
to the side. The black corrosion of his mind crackled. The ledge, a 
woman, a river. The room, a woman, Jack.

“The woman. Who is she?”
The Silver One had the mindless stare of a toad, her eyelids 

seeming to have been skinned back away from her bulbous eyes. 
“Collateral damage to your true target. Nothing more.”

“She knew me.”
“Da. She is part of the terror organization hunting us down. She 

was sent to kill you.”
But she didn’t. She’d had the shot. She could have taken him, but 

she didn’t.
“Talon wishes to tie the world in bondage with the same fervent 

passion as we wish to set it free. For so long we have kept to shadow 
and crevice, and you have been the one to deliver us to the light.” 
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The Silver One stepped closer. Pungent earth soaked in decay wafted 
from her. “Your work of Fate ensures only the righteous chosen will 
remain to see the world arise on a new moon of our Order. The old 
leaders must be put down by your hand so that our brothers and sis-
ters may rise to claim their positions and lead our Order to greatness, 
but the work is not done. Your work is not complete. Not as long as 
there are those to oppose us.”

“But she knew me.”
“Jack.” He clutched the word like a wound likely to spill open. If 

she discovered it, the Silver One would gouge her claws in and strip 
his possession of it, twisting it with foulness.

But it was his, even if nothing else was. This one word could be 
his own.

“And you will be the one to kill her for your next mission. You 
will kill her and destroy Talon.” Her f lat lips pressed into a long line 
that drooped into the f lesh of her chin. Still she didn’t blink. She never 
blinked. “Dust him.”

A doctor hunched behind her. “But, madam, Dust lingers in his 
bloodstream from the last dose. If we inject him too soon, he’s at risk 
of instability.” He glanced at his motionless colleague still crumpled 
across the chamber. “Again.”

The Silver One turned colorless eyes on the doctor. “He is at 
risk of thinking. Risers do not think. They do what they are told. 
Dust him.” Her voice was like nails dragged through gunpowder. 
The tunnel echoed with her dragging skirts as she retreated. There 
was no need for her to remain or look back. Her command would be 
followed.

Two doctors rushed forward and clamped his arms to the chair 
with metal braces. They had been chains once, then leather cuffs, 
both of which he had torn through in a rage. That was before the 
black splotches and corrosion, before, when he had more to cling to 
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than a single word. What more was, he could no longer recall. She 
had made sure of that.

“No. Wait.” She stopped and turned, a gleam in her eyes as the 
doctor stepped forward with the Dust- filled syringe. “Let him do it.”

The men restraining his arms let go and handed him a leather 
strap. He took it and wrapped it around his upper arm, then squeezed 
his hand into a fist until the veins in his arm bulged near the surface 
of his skin.

A muzzle slipped over his mouth to stif le the screams that would 
later inhabit his body as the Dust choked his blood. The syringe was 
placed in his hand. It was cold and heavy. He hated it, yet the blood 
in his veins began to jitter with anticipation. The craving. The need. 
And for that, he loathed himself all the more.

He held up the syringe to the oily light. A thick white substance 
clotted the metal body. Knowing what must be done and unable to 
stop himself, he pressed the tip of the needle to his arm and plunged 
it through the skin. The white glob swelled in his veins, swallowing 
his blood and pushing itself along the tracts of his body like a bullet.

Everywhere it went, hot lead poured through him. The syringe 
fell from his hand as his skin strained white and red where the Dust 
coursed until endless ridges stretched across every surface of his 
body. This was the pain of hellfire. This was his undoing. It slogged 
into his brain, scorching the ledge, the river, the room, the woman 
until at last forming a fiery ring around the one thing he clung to.

This piece the fire would not take. This piece of him he would 
not forget, not this time.

“Jack.”
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